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Business Process Security and Privacy 

Security and Privacy of Big Data Platforms

SECURITY ASSURANCE

Security Risk Assessment and  Metrics

Continuous Security Monitoring and Testing

DATA PROTECTION AND ENCRYPTION

High Performance Homomorphic Encryption
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SESAR LAB

 Secure Software Architectures and 

Knowledge-based systems lab (SESAR)  
http://sesar.di.unimi.it

• Industry 

collaborations: 

SAP, British 

Telecom, ATOS, 

ENG, Cisco, 

TIM-Telecom 

Italia

• Part of the 

AI/Big-Data 

Community

http://sesar.di.unimi.it/


Some Activities



 The danger outside (and 

inside)

 Data-driven cybersecurity

AI pipelines  for cybersecurity

 Wrap up
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Today’s Agenda



Weaponization

Delivery

Reconnaissance Command & Control

Actions on Objective

Exploitation
Installation

Big Data for Attackers: Scenario



Infiltration

Remote 

Control

DNS 
HTTP
HTTPS
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Advanced threats: The new landscape



Big Data For Defenders



But how to use them?



 Regular expression 

 social security numbers, telephone numbers, 
addresses, and other data that has a significant 
amount of structure.

 Keywords

 small number of known keywords can identify 
private data, e.g., medical or financial records

 Fingerprints

 Hashes of substrings of unstructured data
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Sensitive data identification



 Atomic signatures

 A single packet, activity, or event is examined to 

determine if the signature should trigger a signature 

action. 

 The entire inspection can be accomplished in an atomic 

operation that does not require any knowledge of past 

activities.

 Stateful signatures

 Stateful signatures trigger on a sequence of events 

 Require the analytics device to maintain state for a 

duration known as the event horizon. 

 Configuring the length of the event horizon is a 

tradeoff between consuming system resources and 

being able to detect an attack that occurs over a long 

period of time.

Signatures



 Atomic signatures advantages:

 Consume minimal resources (e.g. memory) on the 

analytics device. 

 Easy to understand (search only for specific events). 

 Traffic analysis performed quickly and efficiently.

 Major drawbacks: 

 One has to know all the atomic events of interest 

and create the corresponding signatures. As the 

number of atomic signatures increases, managing 

them becomes overwhelming. 

Atomic Signature Pros and Cons



 A simple string match triggers an alert action 
whenever the traffic that it is analyzing contains 
/etc/passwd. 

 Knowing this string signature is sought in TCP 
traffic, an attacker can generate alerts by 
sending a flood of TCP packets with the 
/etc/passwd string in payload. 

 The alerts are generated even if the connection 
is not part of any valid TCP connection 

A large number of bogus alerts can impact 
the performance of your monitoring 
applications and devices.
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Example



 Host-Based Examples

 Host-based IPSs examine many operations, including 

function calls, files accessed, and so on. The best 

method for detecting anomalous user behavior is to 

establish a baseline of the operations that a user 

normally performs on the system.

 By monitoring deviations from the baseline, you can 

detect potentially malicious activity. 

 For example, if a function call is never invoked 

normally (except in connection with malicious 

activity), then triggering a signature action whenever 

it is called is a simple example of a host-based atomic 

signature..

Types of atomic signatures



 Network-Based Examples

 LAND attack: a denial-of-service (DoS) attack in which 

the attacker sends TCP packet (with the SYN bit set) in 

which the source and destination IP address (along with 

source and destination port) are the same. 

When it was first discovered, many IP stacks crashed 

the system when they received a LAND attack.

 By inspecting a single packet, a Network-based IPS can 

identify LAND. Because everything is contained in a 

single packet, no state information is needed to identify 

this attack.
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Types of atomic signatures



 Stateful signatures require several pieces 

of data to match an attack signature. 

 The maximum amount of time over which 

an attack signature can successfully be 

detected (from the initial to the final 

data piece needed to complete the attack 

signature) is known as the event horizon. 

 The analytics device must maintain state 

information for the entire event horizon. 

Stateful signatures and horizons



 Major advantage: requiring a specific event to 

be detected in a known context increases the 

likelihood that the activity represents 

legitimate attack traffic. This minimizes the 

false positives.

 Main drawback: maintaining state consumes 

memory resources on the IDS device. 

 If the IDS does not efficiently manage resources 

when maintaining state, the large consumption of 

resources (such as memory and CPU) can lead to 

a slow response time, dropped packets, and 

missed signatures.

 Slow attacks exploit the fact that an IPS 

cannot maintain state information indefinitely 

without eventually running out of resources. 

Stateful Signatures Pros and Cons



 Host-Based

 Many attacks invoke cmd.exe remotely. To remotely 
execute cmd.exe, the attacker must make a 
network connection to the host.

We do not want to trigger a signature action whenever 
cmd.exe is invoked (because our users use this program 
frequently). 

 A stateful signature triggers an action when 
cmd.exe is invoked, only if the application invoking 
cmd.exe first accepted a network connection. 

 Network-Based

 To minimize the ability of attackers to generate 
bogus alarms, most TCP attack signatures are 
triggered only if the signature is observed on a 
valid TCP connection. 

Examples of stateful signatures



Signature-based analytics can only 

detect attacks for which a signature 

has previously been created 

Data Analytics Techniques use 

behavioral patterns to detect 

behavior that falls outside of normal 

system operation

From Signatures to Pattern Detection



Enter AI



High Volume Data Streams 
Threats Emerging at High Rate 

 Short Lived Patterns 

 Evasive Threats: hard to detect, harder to predict 

 Slow Threats 

 Increasing Cost of Traditional Techniques
 Signature generation takes time and money 

 Talent pool scarce and expensive 

Need for Real Time
 Adaptive defense should respond in real-time (seconds to minutes)  

to changing attack vectors 

Analytics Challenges



Machine Learning is best used for: 

Dynamically discovering new or subtle 

changes in attack signatures-tradecraft 

Behavior modeling to characterize normal 

versus anomalous activity 

Provide lower sensitivity of analysis to 

reduce false alarms by balancing bias-

variance and precision-versus recall 

Use of Machine Learning



 ML improves signature based responsiveness 

and increases precision

Complementary, not alternative



What AI and Big Data
Analytics can deliver today



Graph Analytics



Classification



Identifying Features



 Fast flux DNS is a technique that a 
cybercriminal can use to prevent identification 
of his key host server's IP address. 

 By abusing the way the DNS works, the criminal 
can create a botnet with nodes that join and 
drop off the network faster than law 
enforcement officials can trace them. 

 The basic idea behind Fast flux is to have 
numerous IP addresses associated with a single 
fully qualified domain name(e.g
“xxx.yyy.com”), where the IP addresses are 
swapped in and out with extremely high 
frequency (after the low TTL has expired), 
through changing DNS records. 

Example: Fast Flux



What can a ML model notice?



Malware DNS server

msg1.attacker.com?

msg2.attacker.com?

msg3.attacker.com?

msg4.attacker.com?

msg5.attacker.com?

Authoritative 
Server for 

attacker.com

msg1.attacker.com?

msg2.attacker.com?

msg3.attacker.com?

msg4.attacker.com?

msg5.attacker.com?
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Example: DNS Exfiltration



 Queries

BLGCOFDAGOOOESDULBOOBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOLDOSESKGKHHF.detacsufbo.ru

EUJSFLDAGOOOESDUDBOOBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOSSJHGHFCLFOHCHLGHSAHAHU.CHLAAFHLSGHAFGFUOOE
UGDKLCSHEKLJBOCOSECHFFUGBSKGDJGGGHOJHJCGJG.KCDOELDUOEGUCUOUHJUAKEGGGFGEKHLGFDFESJOE
L.detacsufbo.ru

SHUDHFDAGOOOESDUGBOOBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOEDKDFBBHLEGGJLGUFABHCCU.DHDFFCHHKSHGHAOUBGEG
EJLGFHUBDFGUGJDFFEAKFSBFFGSDACGHCSKBHLSCGHH.EHSHHJFHUAAOOGKKSDDAHAUBBJDCCKGSHKLGJGA
S.detacsufbo.ru

OHDOBHDAGOOESDUGBOOHOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.detacsufbo.ru

HBSGGCDAGOOESDUUSOOBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.detacsufbo.ru

 Responses (TXT records)

LLCDGHDABOOOSSUHOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

KJGDUDABOOOSBSUHOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

JJDHUDABOOOSBSUHOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

HBEAGDABOOOSBSUHOOOUOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

KALFCSDAOOOSBSUHOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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A real world example



 Lengths of DNS queries and responses

 Sizes of request and reply packets

 Entropy

 Total number/volume of DNS queries 

from a device

 Total number/volume of DNS queries to 

a domain
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Features for DNS exfiltration 
detection



DESIGNING A PIPELINE
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 1 scenario

 Automating security alerts on a flow of 

system log events 

 3 pipelines

 Data provisioning: from Operation to Analyst

 Log analysis: automating security alerts

 Enhanced log analysis: automating security 

alerts
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Scenario and Design of the pipeline



Security Incident? → Automate w/ML
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The problem



Data minimization Send sample
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Step 1: Data preparation



Sample analysis Data transfer
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Step 2: Privacy-preserving data 
transfer



Pseudonymization

 Can be reverted by Bob

 Hides usernames

 Does not protect against 

background knowledge 

re-identification

Priv-Bayes

 Privacy-preserving data 

publishing

 Resistant to background 

knowledge attack

 Let Alice write, test and 

deploy her classifier 

without seeing the real 

data
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Data preparation services



Before contributing an entry e of the training set f, one 

could be tempted to require that computing F in 

production (i.e.,  the inference) should reveal absolutely 

nothing about f. 

• This is a re-phrasing of the classic Dalenius requirement 

for statistical databases

• Three decades of research in privacy have shown that it 

cannot be achieved if side information about S is 

available.

The Dalenius requirement



Cynthia Dwork's seminal work has turned the 

“impossible" Dalenius requirement into an achievable 

goal: 

Observing the execution of F, one should be able to 

infer the same information about any entry e of f as by 

observing F’, obtained using the training set 

f’ =  f - {e} + {r}, where r is a random entry. 

This will provide the owner of e - assuming she has 

something to gain by knowing the result of F - with some 

rational motivation for contributing e to the training set, 

as she will be able to deny any specific claim on the 

value of e that anyone could put forward based on F

(plausible deniability).

Differential privacy



Dwork’s formula



The basic approach to achieving 

differential privacy: Introducing a degree 

of randomization in the computation of F , 

making [F(x)] a random variable over DS.

Questions: How, where and when to inject 

randomization, depending on the nature 

of F ?

Basic ideas



• A loan agency wishes to compute an 

estimate F of the average amount of its 

loan requests, and display it in a kiosk.

• There is however a privacy problem: anyone 

who can guess the number n of borrowers, 

observing the average amount before and 

after a customer has applied for a loan, 

will be able to guess of the amount that 

the customer has borrowed.

• The loan agency may protect its customers' 

privacy by adding to the loan requests some 

type of random noise.  But which one ?

A sample randomization (1)



A popular probability density for such noise is 

the Laplace distribution

• The distribution of this random variable is 

“concentrated around the truth": the 

probability that [F] is z units from F drops 

exponentially with z. 

• This randomization surely introduces some 

uncertainty, as the screens no longer show F

but the value of a random variable [F] with 

Laplace distribution whose average 

coincides with F. 

A sample randomization (2)



Yes! 
Replacing the last (actually, any) loan request by an 

arbitrary value in the range [0,MAX], one can shift the 

amount of the average loan by less than MAX/n;  so, the 

probability value will change by an amount smaller than                     

as requested by Eq. (1)

Let’s see if this randomization guarantees that 

the overhead screen content will be (epsilon) 

differentially private.

A sample randomization (3)



Bob is guessing the loan amount based on the new value in the 

kiosk

Alice is plausibly denying it, as any other value in the range 

could have caused the same change (with a probability 

depending on epsilon)

Epsilon measures the privacy achieved – and the accuracy lost.

Regulations (e.g., EU GDPR) dictate its value or at least its 

presence!

Plausible deniability



Random Forest AI 

classifier

 Nosy admin: 
reads data it 
should not

 Escalation of 
privileges: non-
admin user 
performs admin 
operation
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Step 3: Data analysis



Tuning accuracy… Analytics pipeline
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Step 3: Data analysis



 ERP → Log →

Classifier

Categories

Benign

Nosy admin

Escalation of Privilege
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Step 3: Data analysis



Suspicious activity “forgotten user”
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Step 4: Additional analysis



Alice’s new pipeline

 Extra feature required: 

‘Elapsed time’ (since 

last action)

 Re-trained model

 Nosy admin

 Elevation of privileges

 Forgotten user

Pipeline update
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Pipeline update



 ERP → Log →
Classifier

Benign

Nosy admin

 Escalation of 
Privilege

 Forgotten 
user
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Problem solved. Again ☺



 Classifier metrics:

 F1 score = 0.973141 

 Accuracy = 0.971297 

 weightedPrecision = 0.978695 

 weightedRecall = 0.971297 

 Effort to switch from pipeline 2 to pipeline 3: 5 

person-days

 The dataset has been released as opensource on 

openAIRE
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Results


